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NZSL Week Community Review  

November 2015 – July 2016  

(Updated September 2017) 

Background – What is this Review about? 

The first New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL) Week was launched in 2007 following the 

recognition of NZSL as an official language in 2006. The week has been celebrated in 

different ways over the past ten years, with a range of initiatives being delivered 

throughout the country. The overwhelming majority of work is undertaken by Deaf 

Aotearoa, with some local events organised by Deaf clubs, sometimes in partnership with 

Deaf Aotearoa. 

The NZSL Awards (originally the NZSL in Action Awards), initiated in 2008, have served to 

highlight the work and achievements of people and organisations that have championed 

NZSL in their own way. Most categories have had ample worthwhile nominations, although 

in the areas of Media, Health, Youth and Maori there have in some years been few 

nominations. There have been four NZSL Awards Gala Dinners, and from 2016 this will 

occur every second year.  

Purpose – Why do a review? 

The purpose of this review project is to collect feedback from the Deaf community about 

NZSL Week over the nine years from 2007 - 2015. And, to find out the Deaf community’s 

views on whether NZSL Week is achieving its goal of celebrating and promoting awareness 

of NZSL as an official language of New Zealand. 

Despite anecdotal feedback that NZSL Week is having a positive impact, Deaf Aotearoa felt 

that a Community-led review of NZSL Week is timely and could present a clearer picture of 

the value of NZSL Week to the Deaf community.  

This review is the first time the Deaf Community have had an opportunity to provide 

feedback, suggestions and ideas that can be used to help inform and plan future NZSL 

Weeks.  
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Methodology – How did we do the review? 

This Review plan was to provide two channels for the community to provide feedback and 

input to this review. Through a series of open meetings in cities around the country for 

Deaf people to provide feedback and ideas face-to-face and via an online survey. 

Community meetings were scheduled and promoted widely but interest from the Deaf 

community was low, with no registrations secured. A second round of meetings were 

scheduled, and again interest in attending these meetings was very low. As a result, it was 

decided that the online survey would serve as the primary source of gathering feedback.  

The online survey was conducted from 16 March to 15 April 2016. The following questions 

were formulated focusing on awareness of NZSL, attitudes to NZSL and NZSL Week 

activities: 

1. Do you think your life has changed since NZSL Week started in 2007?  

2. Do you think other people are more aware of NZSL? 

3. Do you think people’s attitudes have changed towards NZSL since 2007? 

4. Which activities do you think we should keep, should not keep, should do more of, 

and/or should do less of? 

5. Any other ideas for activities you want to see in NZSL Week?  

6. If given the opportunity to be in NZSL Week, how would you like to be involved? E.g. 

Taster classes tutor, but could be anything else?  

7. Do you think NZSL Week is achieving its purpose? 

8. Any other suggestions? Comments? 

The questions were translated into NZSL, with the videos being provided within the survey. 

It was promoted through the Deaf Aotearoa Facebook page, and sent to those who are 

subscribed to the weekly CommUNITY Newsletter. The online survey was successful, with a 

total of 90 people completing the survey.   

Summary of Findings – What did we find out? 

NZSL Week statistics 

NZSL Week has grown over the years. In 2007 a total of 40 taster classes were provided 

throughout New Zealand. In 2015 697 taster classes were provided throughout the 

country. The bulk of taster classes are provided in schools.  

Media coverage of NZSL has also grown with magazine and newspaper adverts and stories 

of Deaf people. NZSL Week posters and fingerspelling cards are widely distributed 

throughout schools, businesses, healthcare providers and government agencies.  
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The week has provided short-term employment opportunities for hundreds of Deaf people 

through teaching NZSL Taster Classes in their local area. Below are key findings from the 

survey questions.  

1. Do you think your life has changed since NZSL Week started in 2007?  

About one third more of the survey responders felt that their life has changed since NZSL 

Week began.  Respondents commented on the rise in general awareness of Deaf culture 

and NZSL, and included noting that members of the public are more ‘open-minded about 

Deaf culture and NZSL and show more interest in learning how to interact with us’. 

 

2. Do you think other people are more aware of NZSL? 

The majority of respondents agreed that there was a considerable increase in awareness of 

NZSL and also NZSL usage. Comments included noting that NZSL is less of a ‘scary thing’, 

more people know a little bit of NZSL and more people want to learn.  There were 

comments on the ease and accessibility of people learning some NZSL online and the 

suggestion to increase online learning resources.  
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3. Which activities do you think we should keep? 

Most respondents thought all NZSL Week activities should be continue, particularly NZSL 

Taster Classes. Respondents suggested that taster classes be provided throughout the year, 

not just during the month of May, and making stronger links to ongoing classes in the 

community. 

 

4. Which should we not do?  

The general view of respondents was that there was nothing that we should not do. 

5. Which should we do more of? 

There was a clear consensus among respondents that there could be more NZSL coverage 

on TV, in media and online. One respondent noted the need to have experts guiding where 

and how media coverage is done to get the best value from it. Other comments included 

increasing the number of NZSL classes, increasing NZSL accessible events and increasing 

events in smaller towns.  
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6. Which should do less of? 

Respondents did not think we should be doing anything less, commenting that we should 

either leave things as they are or do more. Responses to this question provided comments 

on where best to focus resources, for example some people liked some events but didn’t 

like other events. However, there was no clear consensus on which events were preferred 

or not preferred, with one respondent suggesting that the type of NZSL events be 

considered further. Respondent’s noted the NZSL Awards night is not accessible to Deaf 

people on lower incomes.  

7. Any other ideas for activities you want to see in NZSL Week?  

The variety of ideas respondents provided are covered above and below in their answers to 

the other questions. In addition to those, a few respondents want to see more high-profile 

celebrity involvement.  

8. If given the opportunity to be in NZSL Week, how would you like to be involved? E.g. 

Taster classes tutor, but could be anything else?  

Most respondents said they would like to volunteer in the general activities of NZSL week.  

Some said they would like to be involved in delivering taster classes. Many of the 

respondents were already involved in taster classes and NZSL Week. Respondents also 

suggested discussion panels with Deaf people and Deaf people leading workshops, 

organizing events. One respondent said they enjoyed signing the weather report on TV One 

Breakfast a few years ago.  

9. Do you think NZSL Week is achieving its purpose? 

The majority of the respondents said NZSL Week is achieving its purpose. For example, 

“Yes! More hearing empathy and knowledge around Deaf issues and the importance Sign 

recognition in NZ”.  

However, there appears to be a need to clarify the purpose of NZSL Week with several 

respondents indicating they were not clear what the purpose of NZSL is, including one 

asking if the target audience is Deaf, hearing or both.  

10.   Any other suggestions? Comments? 

Responses to this question are covered in the above questions. Full responses are in the 

Appendix.  
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Summary 

This survey has provided the first opportunity for the Deaf community to provide feedback 

and thoughts on NZSL Week over the last nine years since its inception. The online survey 

was distributed widely in the community and received a good response rate.  

Results of this review indicate that the Deaf community recognize the value and benefits of 

NZSL Week. Respondents did not think any aspect of NZSL Week should be discontinued, 

but did provide useful feedback on things they thought NZSL Week might do more or 

better. This included providing taster classes throughout the year, more taster classes in 

smaller towns, and providing strong links from taster classes to NZSL classes in the 

community to encourage people to learn more. Other suggestions included have more 

NZSL on TV, in the media and online.  

The feedback and suggestions from this community review of NZSL Weeks is very useful. 

Deaf Aotearoa agrees with the suggestions provided and will consider these in the planning 

for future NZSL Weeks. 
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Appendix 

Complete survey responses 

1. Do you think your life has changed since NZSL Week started in 2007? If yes, please give 

examples: 

I started learning NZSL and I have recently enrolled in a NZSL course at AUT University 

I have been able to share my passion for NZSL with people in Southland, by giving them a 'Taster' of 

communicating in sign. Helping other hearing people, like me, see communication in sign as both 

accessible and achievable has made me feel my NZSL studies have been worthwhile. Supporting Deaf 

Aotearoa's goals by being a NZSL tutor has given me unique opportunities to get to know this 

community. As a newcomer to Southland I have been both delighted by the interest here, and frustrated 

by the lack of opportunity for locals to advance in their signing skills.  

more hearing ppl signing now 

I moved to Wellington, got married, bought a house, and now I have a lovely son. 

more peopel have wanting to learn NZSL 

Kia ora first start 2007 only 3 people about 4 class. Next one more class get better. Three year was more 

big big. Four year lot of class school and children very interesting the same every year all the time. Other 

class was Maori Course was heap amazing so many have got. They are love that enjoyed. I did teacher 

them every year just mistake one I was sick. I go back again this year. I am please with you do that. 

Thank you 

People (in public) are more aware of NZSL. 

More people are accepting of NZSL and want to learn. 

start 2010 , I notice that improve a lot , because of isign , relay service etc 

More interpreters/communicators & NZSL classes at church (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) 

Better attitudes to Deaf people. 

more awareness of nzsl in community 

Not my life. But the community in general. There is increased awareness and pride in NZSL. 

NZSL much more widley known about and accepted 

More awareness of NZSL and Deaf Culture in the wider community.  This mean that I often met many 

people who are open-minded about our culture and our language.  Shown more interest in learning how 

to interact with us.   

More people ask me about the work I do and whether I can "speak" NZSL 

Yes it can it possible to uses different sign language everyday. 

change the themes on every year.  
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feel Sign Language value, and confident  

Deaf awareness in nzsl and sharing with nz society  

Got married, had kids, bought a house 

It's given the general public, "Awareness" of the beautiful Sign Language of Deaf people of NZ 

I started learning nzsl in 2014. I am hearing.  

More people know their alphabet in A-Z 

Awareness in our workspace. I love getting involved in NZSL week activities 

it is a big opportunity to let everyone in New Zealand knows about Sign Language. 

I am more aware of the Deaf community and more involved. I am learning to sign. 

Offical language and used for communciating within Deaf Community 

I have had been thru those for years always helper them. Thank you   

people now more aware and able to. communication with in nzsl 

More in attitude and acceptance 

Teach taster class 

Easy way of sharing NZSL within mainstream schools 

My daughter used to be embarrassed to have a Deaf mum.  Now she's proud to be part of Deaf 

community. 

Allows you to mix with other people. 

a better understanding of not only the language but the culture the things that deaf go through 

People are more aware.  More people want to learn.   

More people want to learn NZSL 

No but think its fantastic to make hearing aware of the language! 

more awareness and acceptance of NZSL 

In general, the awareness of NZSL has certainly raised. I wonder too if it is because I live in a city, where it 

is more prominent, than smaller towns...  

greater understanding of what NZSL is 

General public and organisations more aware 

Had a child 

Knowledge in the work place 

More awareness through media, social media, government's commitment, Human rights commission, Deaf 

community, etc 

Gotten bigger more published and better attended 
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I have been learning NZSL and it has been fantastic, changed my life 

More people in the community are becoming aware of NZSL 

Better understanding of deaf people who rely on sign language 

 

2. Do you think other people are more aware of NZSL? If yes, please give examples: 

Yes. When I began giving Taster classes in NZSL week (in 2011), most of the Southlanders I dealt with were 

daunted by sign and the concept of a visual language. If they knew anything about visual communication 

it was Macaton. By 2016 more people were both aware of the language and its widespread usage in NZ, 

and were comfortable with the idea that it is a full language which can communicate all that is required of 

a language. As local people’s comfort with NZSL increased, so did their desire to learn more. So I have 

gone from being confronted with all the classic ‘hearing world’ attitudes to sign, to being confronted with 

repeated expressions of interest in learning more sign. I am delighted by the transition to openness and 

understanding, but disappointed to not be able to satisfy their hunger for more! (I have met both adults 

and children who want to commit to learning NZSL long-term, but we have no local courses of significant 

length available in Southland.) 

There is greater public awareness because of NZSL week. 

at times in the year but not consistently 

understand that NZSL is a 3rd official language. 

more awareness of ways to commuication with deaf people 

My student yes always because different sign.I have tell the them all Deaf Commity all different. Not the 

same. Hawkes Bay different real lip and sign but TC. 

Student was happy am help them change around. Lot of there is happened. 

People in the public are more aware of NZSL. 

General increase in NZSL awareness over the last decade. 

More people want to learn and its not a 'scary' thing anymore. 

slower, yes, the people talk about it, one of my worker is interesting to learn the sign language. But through 

me , my worker want to learn from me. 

At church for primary (childrens) presentations they sing-sign a lot of songs (incl Christmas carols).  They 

teach NZSL for youth & adult classes also .... 

thhere is more general awareness of it 

we do taster classes at work and people talk about them afterwards and also look forward to them 

The taster classes are a great initiative to give ordinary, everyday New Zealanders a taste. If they're keen, 

then they can learn more. A 45 mins class can change people's views about NZSL. 

Families I work with will now ask about NZSL, it was included (eventually) in news broadcasts about the Chch 

EQ (2011), there is now First Sings for new families which they are loving and taking up really fast 
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More exposure of NZSL in public services, i.e. libraries, medical centres, supermarkets, etc. 

After NZSL week each year people come up to me and ask if I was involved or ask me if I saw an interview or 

interpreted programme on TV/radio.  Only today a hearing friend told me about a video clip she had seen 

about a young Deaf girl being able to order for herself at a fast food store as the staff  member could sign.  

When I asked was it NZSL my friend said no as it was in America but she is definitely more aware of sign 

language now. 

More awareness of services available to assist people who are working with the deaf but who don't know 

sign 

Yes, seeing the Christchurch earthquake media reports being signed has generated awareness. 

Yes so possible to use different sign language too. 

Yes, Sometimes. Some hearing are good learning when ready to learn sign language. I did met them did 

learnt sign language. It's simple short talk with sign.  

Only very generally, but a couple more people at work can sign good morning 

from 2011 of interpeter on tv, and 3rd bills language of Nz, 

Nzsl posters in public places  

TV media  

Taster classes in public library government etc 

Oh, they say I've know or seen someone use it. 

earthquake in chch highlighted NZSL 

Jeremy signing on tv after the earthquake  

Nzsl week. Official language of NZ.  

I get people signing A-Z, greetings and numbers occasionally. 

I am always surprised and pleased when I go into shops and people try to sign to communicate with me.  

I do a lot of flying and most major airports in NZ have someone that can use basic NZSL 

Signing is cool!!! 

There are a lot of people who have completed NZSL taster classes and many more who want to. 

My family and friends and workmates are all receptive to my learning to sign. Some are learning too. I use 

sign a lot at home and in my general communications with both Deaf and hearing people (even though I 

am not very good) 

School children in most schools knows how to sign. 

 

Official language NZ - respected in all communities in NZ 

Slowing builders up keeps going... need on TV ? 

I go to town or city to meet friends to sign language had lots of fun and laugh 

 

when I sit at Cafe, Plaza for drink of coffee then I sign language with other hearing friends.   
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More people have been to NZSL classes, seen NZSL being used, on TV, NZSL being used in schools more  

Introduction of taster classes helped as children go home to talk to the parents. When the children see Deaf 

people or NZSL Tutor in the public they point them out to the parents. 

More schools are being educated 

Promote lots and explain in the taster class about night class etc 

TV coverage 

Lots more interest and people wanting NZSL classes 

they are aware of how Deaf people can communicate in different environment. 

If interested in learning NZSL. 

schools, public in general 

Increased demand for courses. 

I think seeing more of sign language eg Deaf people signing to each other in shops and street, seeing 

interpreters at work in theatres and Uni makes hearing more aware of ti! 

More people are now learning NZSL. 

  more awareness in general public  through  media and PR interest during NZSL week. 

Various places I go to,  I am surprised some people know basic signs to communicate with me.  

Definitely! It is helped by having far much more resources for learning NZSL online. Many people I've met in 

different circles know a bit, and after asking how/where? The majority of their answer is "online". So...this 

needs to be invested in, to have a robust platform for online learning.  

In schools, health sector, government areas as well. 

More interest in NZSL classes. 

More exposure, and acceptance. Numbers have grown for nzsl classes 

more people go, look I know the alphabet! 

More people using sign language 

More staff are now aware 

Most people know it's a nationally recognised language 

slowly the awareness is spreading out into the wider community and that NZSL is fun. 

Our class know that NZSL Week is coming up.  

People getting to know that NZSL is one of the official languages in NZ. The Deaf have their rights to 

information and at meetings to have interpreters 

More of the general public are 
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Schools are more open 

Signers on TV (not for me as I am Oral) 

Sign Language weeks 

 

3. Which activities do you think we should keep? 

Taster Classes - to a variety of community groups; NZSL in the media - Deaf people on TV, newspaper and 

magazine articles; Promo materials - T-shirts, posters, tool kits, DVDs, National Anthem; Variety of 

events - Comedy shows, family fun days, interpreted tours, NZSL displays. 

Taster classes, variety of events 

Taster classes, DVDs, fun days, etc most of them  

taster classes 

media - but more 

fun days 

promotion material and resources 

I think keep all these activities. 

taser classes, medias, new stories of deaf people of their everyday lives to show that deaf people can do 

anything. free materials and resouces to give away. more events that can be share for all various of 

people, not just for deaf or hearing....all mixture of people attend the events. 

Activities taster they are love that keeping going dont give it up go for life. Why not. 

All of them! 

TV media, taster classes. 

All of them and more. 

All of them 

I believe , all (Taster classes ,Showing NZSL through media ,Promotional materials/resources,Variety of 

events ) should be continue because the people will notice or realise them. 

All of them .....  

All are great - good variety i.e. some for general hearing community and some for deaf community. 

all of them 

Main priorities: taster classes and NZSL through media 

Keep all anyway 

ALL - but you need a printed translation of the NZ Anthem in NZSL as a prompt sheet so can be signed 

without the video. 
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Taster classes, variety of events, and promotional materials. 

Taster Classes 

Showing NZSL through media particularly on TV 

Anthem in NZSL 

Toolkits 

Teaching resources 

Events enabling increased access for Deaf Community 

All of them, especially taster classes at school. 

I never seen the taster classes to uses both different sign languages in English and nz for many years are 

really good ideas for deaf people too. 

some few activities look like breakaway. They might like that fun activities.  

Taster classes, showing NZSL through media 

Taster Classes 

sign games 

All events 

All of them 

Taster classes, NZSL Interpreters on TV, this has had a huge impact on the general public. 

Events, i.e., at Art galleries, Govett Brewster staff didn't realise how DEAF, that woman is?? That was 

me! 

NZSL taster classes,NZSL in media 

? 

Displays. Taster classes. Activities and events.  

Everything! 

All 

All. Add NZSL to TV news 

all 

Taster classes, showing NZSL through the media, promo materials, events 

everything 

Keep on doing NZSL Week so we can make people in this country aware sign language. 

I think attitudes have started to shift and I think there is a new willingness to embrace sign more. Continue 

all taster classes, and move towards regularizing their availability all year long. They also need to have 

local direct links to ongoing classes. media coverage and promotional activities are good but should be 

guided by a comms expert to get best impact and value for money. The events are also good to continue 

- these should focus on inclusion so deaf and hearing can be together in NZSL Week. 
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All of them 

All activities need to be kept  

All of the above. 

Plus more on TV, more shows/comedy etc. 

simple games is good for them. Sport is different .  

To learn sign language games, elephant games, names games. 

had lots of laugh 

All of them! Doing as much as possible to promote awareness of NZSL and the Deaf community is vital.  

Taster classes 

and MORE variety events (this means more money funded and distributed to help get these off the 

ground) 

All of them 

Family fun days and comedy shows 

All if possible - taster classes and media coverage highest priority. 

Great to have taster classes, NZSL in the media and special activities and events, especially interpreted 

family events 

More NZSK media promotions 

Taster classes in community. 

Showing NZSL through media – Deaf people on TV, newspaper articles, magazine articles, billboards, bus 

shelter and bus side advertising, street banners 

Taster classes 

Everything please! Especially the taster classes at schools and for adults too! In fact Sign Language should 

be taught at school for at least a term - it an official NZ language after all!!  

NZSL through media!! NZSL Taster classes as well opening NZSL regular community classes. 

 promotional materials and media and PR presence 

All of them, especially NZSL Taster Classes  

All! One isn't better than others. They all are equally valuable.  

all of them 

Events 

They are all useful in promoting NZSL 

All, the more variety the more chance of reaching different audiences. 

All 

Promo, media and taster classes. More deaf cultural events. 
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all of them as they cater to different needs of the person 

Promotional materials. Research quotes. Theme focus for the week. Online resources. Signed language 

events. 

All 

I would say keep them all going as more awareness is spread as every year passes. 

All of them! 

Taster classes, NZSL through the media and Promotional materials/resources. 

All, but more media eg TV. 

 

4. Which should we not do?  

some hearing ppl should not be teaching taster classes - need better control of who teaches  

do not let the media using misguide or misunderstand or incorrect of label deaf people, for example one 

magaznize have showed NZSL transaltor - should be NZSL interpreter....please do double check with the 

media with the correct poeple include the people who being interviewed before it published! had 

enough of mistakes. 

Taster want to learn sign Language I've told them yes all come sometime change mind on off. Little bit hard 

because they are busy work and looking after the family  be home at night.  

Interpreted comedy is a waste of time. DVD s and toolkit are probably not worht the investment, although 

they can be given out during the year... but that is not NZSL week. 

no comment 

Enough with showing off the NZSL anthem - there is a time and place for the anthem to be sung. Just 

because there is a NZSL anthem doesn't mean it should be used at every possible opportunity. 

Tshirts. Not quite necessary. Energy could be better directed elsewhere.  

I think all activities are worth doing, perhaps minimise the amount of media i.e. billboards, bus shelter, and 

bus side advertising as these are quite expensive and does not seem to reach a wider audience compare 

to newspapers, magaines, and TV.  Make the best use of the internet technology we have i.e. videos on 

you tube etc.  

General flyers, posters and cards 

Flyers, cards. 

We cannot do talk what dosent understanding by other people's voices without sign language it's hard to 

understand it.  

We can uses sign language to helps them to understand what I says to her or him? 

following time need limited.  

Showing NZSL through media 
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hearing story of book,  

Nil 

Can't think of anything 

not sure. I think interpreted tours at art gallery and museums should be accessible all year round  

? 

NZSL awards staying in Wellington all the time. Should move to different locations every year.  

Should do all - we are still a long way to a NZSL friendly society and recognising NZSL as NZs third official 

language. 

None 

Say that things are available and then not resource the regions to provide those things.  

N/A 

don't know 

I agree that continue to do but resources need to be printed in limited quantity. 

why not group have fun games get together.  

Stop T.C sign language 

Carry on doing all and even more if possible! 

Tee shirts - wear last year (print them with no dates) 

Stickers are a waste of time - not usually used for the correct purposes. 

None 

None 

NA 

Events that are attractive but still expensive for Deaf families even if discounted (eg - remember being 

disappointed I couldn't talk my family to interpreted zoo event because I couldn't afford it, even with 

the discount, and I noticed more interpreters or hearing families went to that event than Deaf families)   

Not sure? 

Anthem in NZSL. 

Taster classes – provided to schools, businesses, government departments 

none, they are all great options 

Poorly organised local events. 

some events e.g comedy festival not culturally aligned and taster classes. 

. 
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N/A  

everything is good 

Taster classes 

Do nothing! Make excuses! 👍 

Maybe not all of the events 

nil 

Nothing. Do everything you can!! 

Deaf people are all ages and diffrent intrests and nzsl week is great to cover lots of areas of interest  

No comments yet. A few years time will tell 

N/A 

Comedy shows, food stalls, family fun days and so on. 

not sure 

 

5. Which should we do more of? 

NZSL taster classes 

media - childrens shows 

schools - could hv a road show to schools 

More events with NZSL Interpreters 

bring the children involve in activities, eg sing songs at school, kindy, etc. 

same for at business orgnaisation to have some fun event at their workplace. 

They love talk one another Hearing and Deaf at the coffee and Deaf Club any Social 

Promote more Deaf people in diverse roles. 

TV advertising is the most powerful, but try and change from the too cute stuff and show the real Deaf 

community. 

Local events especially in the town's that don't have a Deaf Aoutearoa office. 

Events in NZSL - for the whole month of May 

Promotion of NZSL in the media 

Teach NZSL as part of Te Wananga o Aotearoa ..... free classes are taught there for Maori, fitness,  

computers, etc so why not NZSL?  TWOA classes are all over NZ & are government funded 

general promotion and awareness of NZSL to the general public and advocacy over access to NZSL. Need 

more unique activities that will attract the attention of the general population. 

Media of course. The more, the better. 
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Media if possible - have more translators on like the news or on popular TV shows, maybe more popular 

songs that can go to schools so they can learn and sing & sign 

More variety events for the wider community to be involved. 

More NZSL on TV programmes during the week 

More Taster classes 

Why not guide tour at some art gallery or histrionically places??? 

Taster classes at schools, the kids will be interested and take what they have learnt home and do sign ninja! 

Let's do more learning of nzsl and I never to uses nzls too. 

Adult want to keen to learn sign language. Some kids love activities.  

I want to see more NZSL on the news...for the News to show the interpreter when they're at events. I want 

more NZSL classes in wider regions, not just taster classes. I want every teacher in NZ to know some NZSL, 

and every school to be encouraging it's use 

our own Deaf story, so they can understand bit of our story include of culture too 

More TV/media coverage 

More NZSL taster classes in say... Cafe's Restaurants. 

not sure 

? 

Last year I was disappointed that there were no activities for adults out of working hours in Chch. Something 

of interest to adults that nzsl students could attend would be great.  

Taster classes - especially for government departments and service agencies like banks,  

school and early childcare centers visits 

I think that in NZSL week, NZSL tutors should be shipped out to regions that don't have a tutor so that there 

is fair and equitable access for all communities in NZ. Or create a team of people that can travel through 

that week in a particular area (e.g. Lower South Island) to hold events e.g. have a team that visit Timaru, 

Oamaru, Dunedin, Queenstown and Invercargill that hold NZSL events at each place to support the local 

Deaf community and local parents of deaf children. 

visit high schools - career days (or yr12-13) - job opportunities ie: teachers of the Deaf, AODCs, Interpreters... 

if can come up new activities or events. 

Corporate sports in sign (eg indoor netball). 

Making available self-directed activity suggestions eg quizzes in sign - silent quizzes could also be a class 

activity in schools. 

Inter-school challenges eg signed lip-sinc to music, signed comedy, signed poetry 

TV captioned debates in sign etc - we don't see deaf people being themselves on TV very often - we don't 

hear their voices 
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Media advertising - TV shows in morning, put interviews with Deaf children, adults, community events, basic 

signs learning class sessions to raise more awareness. Advertising on NZ Herald website.  

More promotion on TV. Eg weather/news etc. 

More interpreted shows. 

More TV adverts 

More nzsl classes. 

active more not too much...  should  be join classes if they keen .  

more to learn more new sign language like Maori, Christian 

More of having NZSL on TV such as on the news having an NZSL interpreter signing in the bottom corner so 

that people are being exposed to it for longer periods rather than a few seconds. Having TV adverts. 

Classes in schools where there are deaf children already to support awareness around the uniqueness of 

this language. Shows/ events that are interpreted in NZSL.  

Having a theme is helpful as this has helped when emailing the workplace/team a sign of the day, or basic 

phrase, as there is a topic to follow  

Use the interpreters in school assemblies nation wide (awareness). 

Promote and visit face to face as many schools/business dont understand taster class. 

Putting flyers/brochures is not enough 

Banners and Posters 

family fun days so everyone can be involved and have fun and use NZSL etc 

More taster classes offered to organisations, NZSL on live programmes like Story etc 

Family fun days, interpreted events and seeing NZSL in the media is always exciting. 

Make sign language more freely to learn in community. 

service provides in public areas such as cafes ect for contacts communications such as texting ect 

Promotional materials/resources – flyers, posters, cards, stickers, T-Shirts, Tool Kits, DVDs, Anthem in NZSL 

Not sure like I said Sign Language it schools would be great as kids remember it well! Also love the 

competition idea on website to learn new signs. Its great for kids too!  

Empowerment of Deaf people - they will be advocates for DANZ and close relationships with local Deaf 

Clubs. 

  more PR,, video's e.g NZSL hero  and success stories profiling  achievements of Deaf individuals. 

activities involving the public 

More NZSL Taster Classes through out the year at various levels.  

Ooh, hard one. I would say more in the media possibly. And more NZSL-accessible events.  

Taster classes - they are popular. However I don't want to see so many organisations just do the taster 

classes then that's it. Is there a discount of some sort in place for organisations that have done taster 

classes, for a full NZSL course??  

Not sure 
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TV media, visual media, interpreters on live on all news channels. 

Awareness on TV 

Tasterclasses 

Screen media sign subtitles 

Not sure 

Promotional materials and awareness especially in high schools and intermediate.  Organise NZSL Expo and 

invite stalls from around the world includes technology, research based sign language, resources, etc. 

Media and taster classes 

Total Communication 

Better promotion in smaller towns, more awareness of NZSL on TV all channels. 

media 

 

6. Which should do less of? 

Less comedy shows 

less of powerpoint of free taster classes, have more activities to learn NZSL 

Just a short time learning because come to the Course more time understand. 

none 

As before 

None of them.  Do more of everything. ... 

Some events are good, some are okay. Need closer inspection of events to see the value. It is nice to get 

people together though. 

Awards dinner. Not  accessible to Deaf people with lower incomes. It is a fancy event that some Deaf 

people don't feel involved. 

Already mentioned this in question 4. 

Same as #7 

Less of sign language to practice on by hearing people and able to learn a wee bit of sign language as a less. 

I'm not sure.  

Can't think of anything? 

not sure 

? 

None - keep it up - it's all good :-) 
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Don't only focus events on Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. 

nothing 

must keep doing more, NOT less. 

Resources - print depending on demand 

Less no just simple for little kids between families active is not easy .  

T.C sign language 

Nothing 

Nothing 

None 

NA 

Not sure? 

Taster classes 

Too much direction, work from staff internally. 

  Fewer events - not necessarily best use of time  and resources relative to impact. 

nothing all goodno 

. 

I don't think there should be less.  

Awards night too ling and too costly 

lack of payments on time to tutors 

some of the events if there is not enough interest in them 

Don't know 

not sure 

events as its hard to get the deaf community involved at times and it depends on the event that interests 

them.  

NZSL 

not sure 

 

7. Any other ideas for activities you want to see in NZSL Week?  

NZSL t-shirt design competition 

school roadshow  
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would love to see interpretered concerts, events, performances in Nelson, Christchurch, Dunedin and 

Invercargill.....give them the opportunity to attend the shows, instead of flying up to Auckalnd or 

Wellington to attend...come on have the same activities and be fair. 

for me i like more Maori Sign Language i did before when at the Maori school and Te Whanaga o Aoteroa 

only few thing e.g. Hello, Kia ora. Pray Karakia, Waiata Song or Sing. Kapa Haka Dance. 

I think the week should include real issues for Deaf people using NZSL, like lack of access. 

Also other organisations should be funded to be included, not just one DANZ, why not make it a wider 

effort where more people can do things for the week? 

Movie night's like having a big screen in the local park/green and show Deaf short films from nz and 

overseas.  

A way to celebrate the achievements of Deaf people themselves 

Fundraising walk .... wear a Deaf awareness color.  Everyone sign only throughout the walk (even give hear 

plugs to hearing people) ..... Also negotiate with gym instructors not to speak during their classes (zumba 

instructors don't speak, it's all music & Body language) ..... also a Deaf hypnotic show - that would be 

hilarious!  

Think outside the square for attracting people to NZSL week - e.g. flash mobs, sign singing a famous NZ song 

Media. Deaf people fronting news, shows and acting in NZ programmes. Not just hearing people trying out 

signs. 

as above 

Interviews Deaf/NZSL users on their lives, what it is like being Deaf, benefits of using NZSL, and what they 

would like to see in the future.  A TV documentary that will be viewed on TV about Deaf Lives. 

Greater publicity and interpretation at major sporting events that happen during NZSL week and during May 

as huge audiences 

I will make an ideas for nzls week for this year. 

I did and try other idea for kindy.  

I want to see the launch of an online course in NZSL, so me and my family have access to the same course 

even if we live different places & learn at different speeds 

Get more high profile people involved, e.g. sports stars 

It' fairly well covered. 

not sure 

? 

 Something of interest to adults that nzsl students could attend would be great.  

More family friendly activities where parents of Deaf children can mix with Deaf adults and young people so 

that they learn that NZSL is a natural language and there is life beyond deafness. 

More child-friendly/focussed events - after all they are the future of the community 
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More TV stuff 

story telling in sign language, especially Deaf children because they will love it. 

With NCEA in NZSL coming on stream there will be a new raft of opportunities to think about 

Involve Deaf kids, Deaf groups, Deaf organization like KDEC, Van Ash to go out & perform play, drama, in 

schools/school assembly, hospitals, kindergartens or teach signs. 

Yes I have always attach to NZSL with them. thank you  

cards (like animals, Dr, and etc) games. 

 People sit chairs then 1 person put on their head say 1. films/tv  2. man/woman/animal. 3. work/stay at 

home.  

sonething like #whyisign campaign would be awesome to share and spread on social media 

More high-school awareness through talking at assemblies or signing 

I think this is very much covered. 

Signed street theatre  

Maybe a gala kind of event rather than Expo?  

Competition for Deaf people to reach as many people as possible for e.g. Sign up for Ear famine (use NZSL 

only for 24 hours or 48 hours, etc.. fundraising and give money back to the Deaf community, especially to 

deaf children (expose NZSL and Deaf culture to deaf children during NZSL Week!) 

 continued collaboration with Deaf clubs in NZ for a special even to celebrate NZSL week. 

. 

More activities for families/children.  

more exposure, from internet advertising, media, Parliament, deaf international shows on TV.  

Promotion of Parents using NZSL with their Deaf children 

Deaf people volunteering for another organization. 

More film 

I think everything is covered. 

More celebrities who support NZSL. They can be role models doing sign language for a good cause. Create 

Online koha bank for supporting Deaf people and Deaf Aotearoa in need. 

NZSL classes for those who want to learn more after the taster classes. And free if possible or at a fee 

avoidable for those to attend. 

To get people to understand the changing needs of Deaf people to keep up with technology. 

Signed Shows in theatre productions, more advertisements in local town e.g. on bus, bus stops, digital 

screens, info centre, banners. Need get out more 

not sure 
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8. If given the opportunity to be in NZSL Week, how would you like to be involved? E.g. 

Taster classes tutor, but could be anything else?  

Taster Class tutor. 

Volunteering at events with the Deaf community 

signed drama, workshops to learn. 

Tutor to be only got Cerf but other Taster only for fun. 

Role model, example of happy deaf person in the community.  

. 

Anything, helping organising events - to volunteer on the day 

Maybe.  I'm only a communicator & did 1 yr NZSL & Deaf studies cert at AUT 

Taster classes tutor. Have children so bit difficult. Organising local events for Deaf people to get together 

and celebrate. 

Interviewing and be on a panel for discussion, leading workshops, event organiser, etc.  

Taster class tutor if required 

Taster classes 

Not sure what can do. 

That's no problem.  

I'm happy to make people aware that it's happening, but don't have time form more than that 

Having been a Taster classes Tutor last year, maybe, follow-up with more occasional "meet a DEAF 

community member". 

not sure 

NZSL Students could  join a group doing an activity to help hearing people understand what is being signed 

but not as tutor. I would help out if asked.  

? 

Events 

Presenter of "My Deaf Life"  

Signing for TV - like some of us signed the weather report on the Breakfast Show a few years ago. 

I already support DANZ in NZSL week 

Happy to support, help organise local events 

Already been asked to teach in pre-school- a taster class 

yes, NZSL class (always) 
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Assistant Tutor - but I have been advised I can't this year, which I am not happy about.  

Volunteer - participate in NZSL week events around country.  

Admin support - working on rosters, tutor time tables, registration to excel our skills, work experience. 

This year I have been opt out & won't be doing any of the admin work. Adding to work experience 

would have being great. 

Me starting a job tutor in community until in May (2 nd term) in Hamilton. I am looking forward.   

easy way sign language like baby, house, sleep for new students or people never see Deaf people sign 

language 

Currently I try to ensure NZSL week info is displayed throughout my workplace and that signs of the day 

are shared via email. Resources to continue supporting this would be great.  

There need to be funded tutors into schools for weekly lessons for say one term. Also support tutors in 

transfer to regions outside of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch to ensure they have a living wages. 

Taster classes 

Taster class tutor and organize events  

Sharing some resources with hearing people 

Learning more NZSL as I am new to it. 

media promotional service would be good way to gain more awareness 

Organize an event 

Professional training and better marketing plans to recruit tutors - work in partnership with NZSLTA. 

  Happy to continue to support NZSL week through collaborative events with the Deaf society. 

NZSL Taster class tutor throughout the year with multiple lesson plans. 

tutor 

I cannot commit to being a tutor for the whole month, BUT I want to be able to access the teaching 

resources to teach a taster class at my son's ECE. I really do not want to have to register to become a 

tutor just for ONE (or two actually!) classes I want to deliver at the ECE.... Provisions need to be made 

for those casual/one off tutors.  

media, feedback panel on ideas, presentations,  

no 

Already involved 

not sure 

I would fit in when I can 

Working with schools, if I get involved. 

Create a show of Deaf Actor/Actresses to promote ot the community during NZSL Week 

sorry can't as clash with work 
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9. Do you think NZSL Week is achieving its purpose? 

Yes. The change in awareness levels of NZSL here in Southland have been measurable! NZSL Week has 

been a big part of that :) 

Yes 

yes but not clear if it is targeted at Deaf or hearing or both? 

Yes 

yes 

Yes i have lot of achieving from Whakatane and Hawkes Bay. Of Course I did. 

Yes.  

I think it has done in the first few years, but the value of it now in recent times has decreased. It need a 

new approach. 

Yes 

Yes I do  

Yes .... but plenty more can be achieven too.   

Unsure 

yes 

Yes. Fantastic effort by DANZ! The Deaf Awareness Week is long forgotten. 

Yes 

Yes definitely !  

Partially 

Yes, loud shirt day gets it out there 

Yeah it is great ideas too. 

Yes, sure.  

We need more NZSL tutors, especially outside Auckland,  Wellington and Christchurch  

Yes 

Yes, slowly but surely 

Yes. 

I think so 

Some areas seem to have more going on than others. Publicity is good to make people more aware.  

? 
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Yes for aware of NZSL but not changing people's attitude to deaf community in employment 

It's raising awareness, but loses impact if the momentum is not kept up for the rest of the year. We have a 

right to more access in NZSL and use of great Deaf role models. 

Yes. Keep it up. 

in some areas 

yes but people forget in a weeks time...needs to be bits and pieces throughout the year 

of course, we are doing the best we can. 

Yes 

YES 

Yes it is but more awareness, advertising, promotion in required. This needs to start a month prior to event 

on TV programme, news etc. 

Yes but people could do more to get involved. 

Um I think some of it yes but not enough achieving one year they forget about it.  

yes we will be achieving....... 

Yes. I just wish it was NZSL month so there was more time to do implement more things.  

Need more Deaf tutors into the community/schools teaching NZSL but funded by Deaf Aotearoa. 

Yes 

yes 

Yes giving good exposure. 

Yes, NZSL week is great! 

I hope so. 

Yes  

Yes 

I think so last year the weather was not very good so a lot of people stayed away plus it was harder to get 

to for some people. So location is important too 

Yes, in general in both local and national level incl. government level. 

  If the purpose is to generate awareness of NZSL in the wider community and general public then yes.  

Yes  

yes 

What is the purpose?? I mean that I'm not clear if there's a set vision/mission etc. for NZSL Week.  

But, yes I do think the general awareness of NZSL has increased.  
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Yes within  that week 

Yes, but can do more, bigger and wider, go out with a bang! 

yes.  it has come a long way since the first objectives were set 

Yes! More hearing empathy and knowledge around Deaf issues and the importance of Sign recognition in 

NZ 

Yes 

Yes.  

Yes after many years of celebrating NZSL Week. People are becoming aware of the celebration each year. 

Still need to promote to the community who are not involved much with the Deaf community and for 

new immigrants to be aware of the awareness. 

Yes 

Slowly 

not really - not enough exposure 

 

10.  Any other suggestions? Comments? 

I like to put on for next year New Book for taster eg. English and Maori lauguage as well. 

Involve more organisations, there are lots of other people in the Deaf community and services that would be 

keen to run events and promotion, but they cant as they dont get any of the funding. This is a shame and 

limits what NZSL Week can achieve ann reduces the motivation of the other organisations. 

Keep up the great work!!!  

No 

Teach Deaf community how to set up their own businesses, invest, & be their own boss.  Hold investing 

workshops.  Set up NZSL Meetup groups.  Teach the Deaf community to go for gold & don't let being Deaf 

get in their way of achieving goals, dreams, & ambitions! 

I'm concerned so much staff time and energy is spent organizing NZSL Week for hearing people and some of 

us are forgotten. Our area haven't really had a workshop for Deaf people for ages. I would like to see 

DANZ staff organize more workshops, initiatives to benefit Deaf people directly. 

It would be really good to make NZSL Week more accessible for the grassroots of our Deaf Community, by 

involving them in the variety events, media promotion, etc.  And also to make the major event - NZSL 

Week Awards Gala Dinner more accessible for these people who would've not been able to afford to go to 

it. It is really sad to see these people missing out.  Please consider balancing this out with all others. 

No 

Have an interpreter sign the news during the week. 
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No comments. 

I have thinking any idea for activities for kindy. I need to contact for new idea.  

I love learning NZSL, but I want to learn more and there's nowhere to go.  

Keep up the good work, people know about NZSL, so keep promoting it. 

no 

I look forward to nzsl week and hope to see something I can join in with.  

? 

Employment - hire a deaf person for the week. 

Involve different age groups in NZSL week.  

What can be done by children/older people/migrant Deaf? 

none 

I am hearing and have long been interested in NZSL I try to make the most of this opportunity each year to 

increase staff knowledge and understanding of NZSL and Deaf culture.  The taster classes are well 

received but it would easier to organise if we knew well in advance (4 weeks) if the requsted time had 

been allocated.  The reason for this is our staff work shift work and I need to give as much notice so 

people can ask to attend the taster classes  It would also be good if some of the class could be tailored to 

the work/industry of the workplace 

Hope everyone comments and feedback are taken into consideration. Thanks 

Yes kids loves face paint and games storyteller, depend them. 

I think drama of catmpillar change to butterfly. mimi like french. 

I would like to see more info on signing with children - as this is still a sensitive area. Having more footage of 

deaf children signing, deaf children on TV etc as positive examples (as well as adults) to support other 

parents who may still be making decisions over whether to use NZSL or not.  

I think it is great but Motueka could do with some more attention  

nothing 

No. 

Circle of friends needs to understand our contact communication when it comes to urgent situations need to 

be provided especially when there is Face to Face service. 

Have captions shown for all viewers on all captioned programmes during NZSL week. 

Need planning in ADVANCE... start talking with Deaf community much earlier not like 1-2 months before but 

1 or 2 years beforehand. Also, need to build relationship with Deaf individuals then they could become 

volunteers. Need someone like a leader from DANZ to focus on NZSL Week related activities so Deaf 

people know who to ask instead of asking different staff, different people... too confusing. Keep up great 

work, team. 

. 
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no 

Perhaps make it more clear what the purpose is?  

no 

Keep it up! 

I think that it is very good informative week. 

Keep NZSL Week yearly alive :) 

As mentioned in one of the boxes, to have NZSL classes set up to hand out to those who want to learn 

more after the taster classes. This will grow the community learning NZSL everywhere.  

As there is too much emphasis on NZSL, there are other ways Deaf people can communicate like oral 

communication, writing, captions and finger spelling. 

more exposure through media tv 

 

 

Appendix 1 

Updated September 2017 

Deaf Aotearoa has held two NZSL Week community forums to learn more about the 

views of the Deaf community. The forums were held in Napier and Dunedin. The 

feedback from the two forums supported the feedback already received through the 

online survey. That is, that NZSL Week has been successful in raising awareness of NZSL 

and the Deaf community, and that the Week should continue along the same lines as 

precious years. At one meeting, of the 12 people present, two believed that NZSL Week 

had changes people’s attitudes towards NZSL since 2007, and 10 people believed that 

people’s attitudes had changed ‘a lot’ towards NZSL I this time. 

Suggestions from individuals include: 

Taster classes should happen year-round, not just during NZSL Week. 

More Maori activities – weaving, kapa haka, kai be included in NZSL Week. 

NZSL interpreters should be on TV1 and Three breakfast and 6pm news every day. 

Parents of Deaf children need to learn NZSL so they can use NZSL in everyday life 

MPs to come to Deaf Aotearoa offices to talk with the staff 

Hearing friends, family and colleagues are now more aware of NZSL and know basic 

signs and are keen to learn more.  

An awards / recognition dinner be held to recognise schools and businesses who 

use/promote NZSL 

In response to the question, Is NZSL Week achieving its purpose? One person said, yes 

but we need to build on it! More taster classes, perhaps a class for those who have done 
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taster classes but want a bit more. 

There were clear messages around the need for more tutors, as the few tutors in these 

areas were overloaded with work delivering taster classes.  


